Does your school take time to make sure you have fun while also learning amazing things? Well, Old Mission Peninsula School does! Some really fun things that we do while learning are assemblies, going outside and experiencing the environment, and doing enjoyable science experiments.

For one assembly, we invited an archaeologist called Paleo Joe. He taught us a lot about dinosaurs and fossils which was very entertaining. Another assembly we had was when several veterans came to our school and we asked questions like what it was like and if the food was good or not. The stories they told were interesting.

Something else I really enjoy about our school is the beautiful environment. You can see the radiant water from most windows. A lot of pretty trees around our school, many types of animals and animal tracks. Some animals you might see are squirrels, and a variety of birds like the bald eagle. Some of the animal tracks we see in our woods are deer, bird, rabbit, and mouse. We have a pond that consists of frogs and other critters during the summer and spring. We also talk about the environment for science class to learn more about it and go outside to experience it and be hands on. The environment is gorgeous and is better than any other schools in my opinion.

Another thing I like about our school is the science lab. Our science teacher always sets up hands-on activities for us to do. For example, during one experiment we put eggs in different solutions like vinegar, corn syrup, salt water, and just water. Another experiment we did was a bubble experiment. During that we blew giant bubbles and stuck our hands through them. We also stuck pencils through them, but unfortunately they popped. It was a really pleasurable experiment and we learned quite a lot from it.

Our school takes the time to make sure that we are having a lot of fun while also learning a lot of things that could possibly help us in the future. Also, if you’re
looking for a place with a beautiful environment, OMPS also has that too. OMPS is the place to go if you are looking to learn and also have fun.